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TIME FOR ACTION!
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GOALS
“95% of everyone that signed a distributor agreement with 

Nu Skin never started”. Nathan Ricks.

What prevented them from getting started 
was that they never set their goals properly. 

95% of success is in the “WHY” and 5% is in the “HOW”. 
Take a few moments and set some initial goals for yourself and your new business. 

Allow yourself to Dream
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Share this information with your sponsor and/or other up-lines. 
They are there to help you achieve your goals but cannot 
support you if they don’t know what you want. Be aware: it has 
to be a combination of the time you are willing to invest in 
your business and your goals. This is not a get rich quick scheme 
– it’s a working program. 



STEPPING STONES
There are several stepping stones towards your goals, defined by the Nu Skin 
compensation plan and each one focuses on driving your business forward. 

Watch the BB II training video under “Get Started” on your local www.otg.global webpage for more 
insight into the Nu Skin compensation plan.
See the glossary at the end of this booklet for explanations of the abbreviations. 

2016 Sales Leaders Compensation in EMEA (amounts in USD)
2016 Average

Incomes EMEA Brand Partner
Senior                  

Brand Partner
Executive

Brand Partner Brand Director
Senior                   

Brand Director
Executive                     

Brand Director
Annual in USD 7.548 13.056 24.252 48.252 99.372 316.392
Monthly in USD 629 1.088 2.021 4.021 8.281 26.366
The information is stated in a monthly and annual amount.  The average exchange rate in 2016 for 1 US Dollar was 0.90400 EURO.

A complete summary of earnings at each level in the Sales Compensation Plan can be found at:  

https://www.nuskin.com/content/dam/eu-library/CompPlanExtended/DCS/distributor_compensation_summary-all-EMEA.pdf

Where Do You See Yourself? 
Decide what Sales Leader Pin level you will have in: 

In 120 Days In 1 Year In 2 Years In 5 Years

Create a Plan of Action
With your financial goals defined, it’s time to develop your plan of 
action. In this process you will work closely with your sponsor and 
your Up-Lines to get started on your journey towards your goals. 

For example: How many 
new names on my list?
How many business  
presentations?
How many product  
demos, etc.



List the Most Influential 
Contacts  in your 

Four Main Networks

FAMILY

BUSINESS

FRIENDS

COMMUNITY

Draw up a list of all the people in your network and preselect people for the business and/or the  
products.

Identify people for the business and for the products.
Identifying: Who is he/she? Why did you think of him/her? What did he/she say?



Your prospect memory jogger 
Family Members
– Father and Mother
– Father-In-Law / Mother-In-Law

– Grandparents
– Brothers and Sisters

– Aunts and Uncles
– Nieces and Nephews
– Cousins

People you know/meet
through Social media:
- Facebook
- Instagram
- Twitter

- Snapchat etc.
Those you meet in organisations
or clubs
– Civic group, Rotary, exchange, 
committees

– Political clubs
– Merchants or farm organisations

– School groups, boosters, alumni, 
- PTA, etc.
List of acquaintances already
available
– Christmas card list

– Address book
– Day timers, planner
– List of fellow employees

– Church and other groups
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People who are decision makers
– Business owners

– Human Resources Directors

– Office managers

Those who are your closest 
friends with whom you associate 

regularly

– Friends and Neighbors

– People you work with

– Your children’s friends parents

Those you have been 

associated with in the past

– Schoolmates

– Former co-workers

– People in your home town

– Military connections

Those you do business with

– Doctor, lawyer, barber, merchants,   

grocer

– Gas station attendant, dry cleaner, postal 

worker

– Beauticians, jewelers, waiters / 

waitresses

People you know who are in direct sales

– Business / office machine 

salespeople

– Insurance sales people

– Car salespeople



OIC 
Organisation Information 

Chart  «Oh I see»
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Invite
The purpose of inviting is to make your prospect curious enough to want to know more about what you
have to offer him/her. Like when you see a movie trailer that makes you want to see the full movie.

A wise person once said: ”Sell the problem you solve, not the product”

Put yourself in the situation of the person you want to invite to learn more of what you have to offer,
what is bothering them?
Insecure job situation, wrinkles, low on energy, acne or do they need some extra money?
You are offering a solution to some of their problems.
Decide what you are going to invite person to?
• To learn more about the products?

• A product showcase?
• Your customer group on Facebook?
• A Scanning with the Biophotonic Scanner?
• A LumiSpa demo at your kitchen table?

• To learn more about the business opportunity
• An open BB in a hotel?
• A BB video online or a webinar?
• A one-to-one meeting over a cup of coffee?

The same principles apply whether you are offering a business opportunity or a product / if you work
through Social Media, Product Showcases or full blown Business Presentations.

Here are some tips:
• Be brief, in this phase, do not get into the details, the objective is to get them to commit to set aside

some time for a presentation.
• Only invite nice, honest people who are open to take action
• Be enthusiastic (but don’t overwhelm them with your enthusiasm)
• You have two ears and one mouth....
• Don’t be afraid of questions – They will be answered in the next phase, the Presentation
• The 5’c of Inviting

• Courtesy – Open the dialogue
• Compliment – Everybody likes a compliment, tell them why they are special
• Curiosity – As described above
• Commitment – Confirm the appointment
• Control - Be brief, do not get into details, make him/her want to learn more.

You find more advice on inviting from some of the most successful leaders in the «Get Started» section
on www.otg.global.

If you are using social Media in your business you find more information on the next page covering
Attraction Marketing



If your prospect has 
questions

• There are many ways to deal with different objections that may be
raised by a prospect. Objections are simply a signal to you that your
prospect needs more information. They still have questions that need to
be addressed before they can move forward.
• A natural reaction to an objection is to treat it as though it were a
challenge to your credibility. Be careful not to adopt a defensive position
instead of dealing with the genuine issue at hand.
• Here are some suggestions that allow us to deal with the objections
and avoid the pitfall of becoming defensive or argumentative.

• Listen to the objection without interrupting.
• Don’t assume that you know what they’re going to say.
• Repeat the objection to be sure you have it right.
• Do not argue! Keep the prospect at ease.
• Be precise and to the point in your response.
• Be prepared for the “standard” objections (detailed

below).
• Tell a story to support your response.
• Get their agreement that this satisfies their concern.
• Move forward to the next step.
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Handling Objections
Objections are simply a signal to you that your prospects need more  information, it’s a 
good signal! 
You will more often than not be faced with objections, it’s a totally natural part of our 
business, be professional about it and never take it personally. 

The best way to answer questions coming up during the invitation is to simply say “great 
question, that’s why I would like to meet/connect online when we both have some more 
time and I can present the project for you / demonstrate the product / show you more 
online...”
This way you can turn a sceptic into a curious person committed to an appointment.

Never be afraid of questions, there is always an answer. If you can not answer there and 
then; be honest and tell them you don’t have the answer but you will find out for them.
Check with your sponsor / Upline / the company and return to the prospect with the 
answer when you have it.  

For specific answers to objections, learn from your sponsors and take  advantage of the trainings. 

The 4 most common objections
I don’t have time

What you’re saying is:
“You’re busy, but if I could show 
you a way to be successful with 

the time you have, you’d be 
interested?”

Leverage Part-time
System Team

MLM
What you’re saying is:

“May I ask what your experience 
is with Network Marketing?”

• Don’t get defensive
• Positive facts about Nu 

Skin
Awards NYSE
Forbes 34 years

I don’t have money
What you’re saying is:

“You really want to do this 
business, but you’re concerned 

about the investment?”

Its about making money not 
spending money

No Sales experiece
What you’re saying is:

• PERFECT!!!
• Many of our most 

successful leaders had no 
sales experience

• We have a proven system 
that works



Use “feel, felt, found” to overcome 
objections that your partner has given you:

I understand how you feel _____________ 
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

I felt the same ______________________ 
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

I found that ________________________ 
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
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Write your story (30 second story):

1. What you did/do: 
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________

2. What you didn’t like or was skeptical about Nu Skin: 
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________

3. How that or you yourself changed it: 
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________
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My Overall Presentation



My 30 second story

1. Name__________________________________________________
2. Where you are from_______________________________________
3. Background_____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

4. Best part about Nu Skin for you
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

• Samples for #4 above
• I've been able to work from home with flexible hours and raise my 
own children.
• It's giving me hope for the future.
• I've dusted off my dreams.
• I am making money and having more fun than I ever thought was 
possible.
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120 Days Journal
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120 Days Journal



100% Product user
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Concerns Nu	Skin/Pharmanex solutions*
Legs or	Feet IceDancer®	Invigorating	Leg	Gel,	Firewalker®	Relaxing	Foot	Cream,	

FlexCreme,®	Sole	Solution™	,	Foot	Treatment

Acne Clear		Action®,	Epoch®	Blemish	Treatment,	Cortitrol,	Tegreen

Skin Clarity &	Antiageing

Lumi Spa,	ageLOC ME,	ageLOC™	Transformation,	ageLOC®	Tru	Face	Essence	Duet,
Tru Face™	Revealing	Gel,	Nu	Skin	180°®	System,	Polishing	Peel,	Glacial	Marine	Mud

Antioxidants Protection LifePak®	and	Marine	Omega,	JVI,	Tegreen

True	Face™	Essence	Ultra,	Celltrex	CoQ10,	Celltrex	Ultra

Cracked Heels,	Elbows Sole	Solution™	Foot	Treatment,	Creamy	Hydrating	Masque™,	

Perennial	Lotion,	Baobab	Body	Butter®	

Dry,	Flakey	or	Scaly	skin Polishing	Peel,	Creamy	Hydrating		Mask,	Baobab	Body	Butter®,

Exfoliant	Scrub,	TF	Revealing	Gel,	Nutricentials,

Rejuvenating	Cream,	Moisture	Restore,	Liquid	Body	Bar,	Body	Bar

Dry,	darkness under	Eyes Tru Face™	Ideal	Eyes,	Intensive	Eye	Complex

Vitality and	Energy	Support R2®,	Cordymax CS-4®,	ReishiMax GLp,

LifePak®	and	Marine	Omega,	JVI,	Tegreen

Facial Elasticity ageLOC	Tru	Face™	Essence	Ultra,	Tegreen	

Facial Travel	Fatigue Galvanic	Spa,	Lumi Spa,	NaPCA Moisture	Mist

Appearance	of	Fine	to	Deep	Lines,		
Lumi Spa,	AgeLOC ME,	ageLOC™	Transformation,	Galvanic	Spa,	Tru Face™	Line	
Corrector,	

Wrinkles Nu	Skin 180°,		ageLOC Tru	Face™	Essence Ultra,	Tru	Face™	Revealing	Gel,	

Support	Normal	Heart	Function Marine	Omega,	JVI,	R2

Support	Normal	Immune	System	Function LifePak®	and	Marine	Omega,	ReishiMax®,		JVI,	R2

Large	Pores Lumi spa,	ageLOC™	Transformation,	Galvanic Spa,	Nu	Skin 180°®	System,	

Tru Face™	Priming	Solution,	Clear		Action®,	Glacial	Marine	Mud,					

Loss	of Skin Radiance Lumi Spa,	ageLOC™	Transf.,	Galvanic	Spa,	TF	Revealing	Gel,	Polishing	Peel

Loss	of Skin Texture Lumi Spa,	ageLOC™	Transf.,	Galvanic	Spa,	Nu	Skin	180°,								

ageLOC Tru	Face™	Essence Ultra,	Tru	Face™	Revealing	Gel	

Nutrition and	Wellness LifePak®	and	Marine	Omega,	JVI,	R2

Oily Skin Lumi Spa,	Nutricentials Combo	to	Oily,	Clay	Pack	Deep	Cleansing	Masque,			

Glacial	Marine	Mud,	Clear	Action,	Nu	Skin	180°®
Rough,	Ruddy Complexion Lumi Spa,ageLOC™	Transformation,	Galvanic Spa,	Nu	Skin 180°®	System,

Polishing	Peel,	Nu	Skin	Clear	Action®	,	Night	Complex

Reduce	the	Appearance	of	Sun	Damage ageLOC™	Transf.,	Galvanic	Spa,	Nu	Skin	180°,	Celltrex®	CoQ10,		

Tru Face™	Revealing		Gel,	IdealEyes,®	Sunright,	Tegreen

Hair,	Lashes

Galvanic	Spa	Nutriol®	Hair	Fitness		Treatment	and	Shampoo,	ReNu Hair	Mask,	
Balancing	Shampoo,	Moisturizing	Shampoo,	Clarifying	Shampoo,	Epoch	Ava	puhi
moni Anti-Dandruff	Shampoo,	Epoch	Ava	puhi moni Shampoo	and	Light	Conditioner
Clarifying	Shampoo,	Weightless	Conditioner,	Rich	Conditioner,	
Epoch	Ava	puhi moni Conditioner	
- and	for	lashes:	Nu	Colour ®	Nutriol®	Eyelash	Treatment



Nu Skin and Pharmanex
products

Featured products: 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

New products to try: 
Concern                                    Solution
___________________             ____________________
___________________             ____________________
___________________             ____________________
___________________             ____________________
___________________             ____________________

Add to ADR
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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OTG Core Habits
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1. 100% product user

2. 15 personal presentations per month

3. +2 clients/new personal ADRs per 

month

4. +3,000 GSV by the 15th

5. Read/listen daily, a book or audio 

recommended by OTG 

6. Attend all OTG & Nu Skin events 

recommended by your upline

7. Be a team player
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Duplication: 

“ Does it work?”

“IS IT DUPLICABLE?”

Edification: the system, the 

leaders, the company

Respect sidelines: No crosslining

Consulting: Provide guidance to 

downlines

The 4 principles of being
an OTG Team Player:



4. I maintain a positive and 
encouraging attitude that 
reflects OTG. I show respect for others 
by avoiding the use of de-edifying 
(negative) words and actions.

5. I edify sponsors and leaders of other 
distributors and groups. I encourage 
colleagues to work towards growth and 
success with their leaders. I act 
responsively. I teach and lead by 
example. I support and encourage all 
distributors who demonstrate 
commitment to this business.

6. I continue to learn and develop by 
following the guidelines outlined in the 
OTG training materials, found 
at www.otg.global. For duplication 
purposes I use only the official 
standardized material from OTG. 

7. I never sell or buy Nu Skin products 
on Ebay, Amazon, personal websites, 
or other similar online environments.

8. I only recruit those who are not 
currently active in Nu Skin. I never 
encourage active distributors or 
prospects to switch groups. I 
acknowledge that this is not 
acceptable behavior under any 
circumstances.

9. I do not engage in or recommend 
other network marketing businesses or 
products, and never make use of OTG 
or Nu Skin contacts to promote such 
businesses or products. Additionally, I 
certify I will not personally profit from 
any training programs, on line or off 
line courses, tapes, CDs, videos, 
books or any item not sanctioned for 
use by the OTG Global Board of 
Directors or OTG Regional/ National 
Core Teams

10. I agree issues or conflicts should 
only be discussed with my upline or the 
company, never with downlines or 
sidelines.

11. I maintain a clean, neat and 
professional appearance and dress 
code.

12. I make an effort to attend all OTG 
recommended System 7 events, 
including business briefings, System 7 
Workshops, Regionals, Success 
Summits/ Success Olympics and Nu 
Skin events. 

I hereby certify that I have received the 
OTG CODE OF CONDUCT and that I 
have read, understood and will abide 
by it. I will refer to the OTG CODE OF 
CONDUCT GUIDE with questions.

Date

Signature

“This Code of Conduct has been independently produced by OTG and only distributors joining OTG are abide  byit”.

OTG
Codeof
Conduct

1.Iconduct  business 
in line with our OTG  
Vision &Mission.

2.Itreat all team  
members and  their 
contacts  withrespect
at alltimes.

3.I strive to be a  loyal 
‘product of  the 
products’. I aim  to set an 
example  by redirecting  
personal spending  and 
by replacing  all 
competitive  productsat
home withNu  
Skinproducts.
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